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INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Benjamin Espie. I reside in Queenstown. I hold the qualifications of Bachelor of
Landscape Architecture (with honours) from Lincoln University and Bachelor of Arts from
Canterbury University. I am a member of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects and
was the chairman of the Southern Branch of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects
between 2007 and 2015. I am also a member of the Resource Management Law Association.
Since November 2004 I have been a director of Vivian and Espie Limited, a specialist resource
management and landscape planning consultancy based in Queenstown. Between March 2001
and November 2004, I was employed as Principal of Landscape Architecture by Civic
Corporation Limited, a resource management consultancy company contracted to the
Queenstown Lakes District Council.

2.

The majority of my work involves advising clients regarding the management of landscapes and
amenity that the Resource Management Act 1991 provides and regarding the landscape
provisions of various district and regional plans. I also produce assessment reports and evidence
in relation to proposed development. The primary objective of these assessments and evidence
is to ascertain the effects of proposed development in relation to landscape character and visual
amenity.

3.

Although this is not an Environment Court hearing, I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct
for Expert Witnesses contained within the Environment Court Practice Note of December 2014
and agree to comply with it.

4.

In relation to resource consent application RC210320 I prepared a Landscape and Visual Effects
Assessment Report dated the 25th of August 2021 that accompanied the application (my
Assessment Report). I also prepared an Addendum Report dated the 5th of October 2021 (my
Addendum Report) that took account of some amendments to the proposal that were made
after the lodgement of the resource consent application.

5.

Since the time of my assessment and addendum reports, public submissions on the application
have been received and the CODC planner (Mr Vincent) has prepared a Section 42A Report.
Additionally, a minor change has been made to the application in that further noise attenuation
has been added to the individual power boxes, slightly increasing their footprint.

6.

I have visited the site and its surrounding public areas a number of times.
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MY ASSESSMENT AND ADDENDUM REPORTS
7.

In summary, the relevant conclusions of my Assessment Report were:
•

The proposed activities sit in an unusual context. The relevant vicinity has been
considerably modified through past human action including the construction of the Clyde
Dam and power station, associated activities and modification of the course of the Clutha
River. Scheduled Activity 105 provides for ongoing associated modifications.

•

In relation to landscape character, the proposed elements will not be fundamentally at
odds with the existing patterns of the vicinity, however, they will bring an interruption to
open space. With reference to the relevant District Plan provisions, this will amount to an
adverse effect of a low degree.

•

The degree of natural character that is evident is relatively low compared to the vast
majority of riverside locations in the district, due to the degree of past modification. The
proposed activities will be dwarfed by these modifications, such that the current degree of
natural character will very largely be maintained.

•

In relation to visual amenity, many of the vantagepoints in the broader surrounding area
that allow views to the proposed activities take in the Clyde Dam, power station and parts
of Clyde town. In these broad views, the proposed activities will have little effect. In the
immediate vicinity of the proposed facility, it will be a visually obvious addition to the
existing built elements but will be in a visual context where such elements dominate and
will have a low degree of adverse effect. From some specific viewpoints directly across
the Clutha River, the proposed activities will sit in a visually more rural and unmodified
context and hence will bring a reduction to the amenity provided by these views, to a
moderate-low degree.

•

In an overall sense, the proposed activities in this location will generally uphold the
landscape-related outcomes sought by the relevant District Plan provisions. Amenity
values, environmental quality and natural character will largely be maintained.

8.

My Addendum Report took account of some amendments to the proposal. The configuration of
proposed buildings was changed slightly and hence the fenced compound area was expanded.
Most relevantly, my Addendum Report found that:
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•

The elongation of the proposed compound and the associated vegetation will not
significantly change is visual influence. The proposed vegetation will continue to form a
hedge-like screen around the compound as it matures. Planting is deliberately mixed in
terms of height, form and texture so as to appear as a variable mixed native border. The
taller ribbonwoods will form a backdrop to the mixed shrubs and the sweeps of deciduous
trees will offer a high canopy, seasonal change and will tie in with the deciduous amenity
trees of nearby and surrounding vicinity.

• Views from parts of the Clyde Recreation Reserve, Miner’s Lane and some properties
on the northern and western peripheries of Clyde Town will gain clearer views. The
proposed facility will still be in to context of the Clyde Dam and the very considerable
modifications associated with it, however in these views it sits in a particular location that
currently reads as relatively simple, open greenspace. Therefore, the Vivian + Espie
Report found that some adverse effects on visual amenity will range up to a moderatelow degree. I do not consider that the potential increase in building height that is now
proposed materially changes these findings. While the activity will enclose an area of
openness, vegetation will provide considerable screening and visual softening and the
considerable modification of the broader Clyde Dam (and activities associated with it that
are provided for by the District Plan) area has a strong influence over the visual setting.
Effects will remain at a moderate-low degree at most.
9.

The additional noise attenuation that is now part of the proposal will slightly increase the footprint
size of each of the data centre power boxes within the facility. All the power boxes will remain
behind the noise fence and the slight increase in footprint (compared to the notified proposal) will
not be discernible from outside the site. This minor amendment to the proposal changes none of
the findings of my Assessment or Addendum Reports.

10.

Appendix 4 of my Assessment Report included marked-up photographs from relevant locations
that formed part of the reasoning for my conclusions. For reference, I attach that appendix to this
evidence.
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ISSUES RAISED BY SUBMISSIONS
11.

In response to notification, three submissions were received. The only submission that raises
landscape or visual issues is the submission of L and C Wilkes. The relevant points of submission
are summed up by the following:
“The area of land involved on which it is proposed to build these “structures” (apparently
also including a substation) is part of the rural landscape which is visible from most of the
town area of Clyde and should stay that way – having an industrial use built on this land
is completely out of character with the area and will be an ugly addition to the area. It is
not a reason to build these structures just because there is already the Dam etc. close by”.

12.

As has been set out in my Assessment and Addendum Reports, I do not consider that the
proposed activity is fundamentally out of character with its context. The vicinity in which the
proposed activities are located has been very considerably modified from its natural state and
now accommodates the dam, power station, associated buildings, roading, exposed pipelines
and lines of large pylons. Additionally, Scheduled Activity 105 provides for activities relating to
the operation, maintenance, refurbishment and enhancement of power generation facilities in the
area that includes the proposed data centre location. While I have found some adverse effects
in relation to openness and visual amenity, I do not consider that the proposed facility is at odds
with existing or expected landscape character.

13.

I do not consider that the proposed facility will be visible “from most of the town area of Clyde”.
The northern and western peripheries of the urban area of Clyde allow views towards the
proposed activities, most relevantly the Miner’s Lane and Clyde Recreation Reserve area, the
eastern parts of Sunderland Street, western parts of Hazlett Street and Holloway Street and parts
of Matau Street. From much of the urban area of Clyde the location of the proposed activities
cannot be seen.

14.

At the time of writing, I have not visited the Wilkes property (11 Sunderland Street). However, I
am seeking to do so prior to the hearing.

15.

However, overall, in relation to issues raised by the Wilkes submission, I consider that the
proposed facility will be visible from some parts of the western periphery of Clyde town. The
Wilkes dwelling is oriented to the north, towards Sunderland Street. From the back part of the
Wilkes property, there is likely to be visibility to the proposed facility on the opposite side of the
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Clutha. The facility will be seen as a horizontal form in visually recessive colours that becomes
increasing screened by vegetation. It will interrupt an area of open space in these particular views
but this will be in the context of other plainly visible infrastructural structures. Overall, I consider
this adverse visual effect can best be described as being of a low degree.

THE SECTION 42A REPORT
16.

Mr Vincent’s Section 42a report is dated the 24th of January 2022. He comments on visual effects
in his paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8.

17.

Mr Vincent agrees with my Assessment Report that the proposed activities are not out of
character with the area in which they are proposed, noting the presence of the dam, other built
development and activities that are anticipated by Scheduled Activity 105.

18.

Mr Vincent points out that the proposed plantings will take time to mature and that their visual
softening and ultimate screening of the noise mitigation wall will occur incrementally over time.
Mr Vincent recommends that established plants are used at the time of planting, rather than
seeds or seedlings. His recommended Condition 3 reflects this.

19.

The proposed Structural Landscape Plan gives minimum sizes of plants at the time of planting.
The main planting that will visually sit in front of the noise wall will be a band of Ribbonwoods
and a boarder of mixed native shrubs. The Ribbonwoods are to be of 4.5 litre pot size at the time
of planning (approximately 60-90cm high). The shrubs are to be of 0.5 to 1.0 litre pot size at the
time of planning (approximately 20cm high). Additionally, mixed amenity trees are to be planted
outside of the native plantings that will assist in breaking up visibility of the proposed facility.
Sizes are not given for these amenity trees but I recommend a minimum pot size of 10 litres at
the time of planning (approximately 120 to 150cm high) and this could appropriately be
incorporated into conditions of consent.

20.

I read proposed Condition 3 as being consistent with what I have recommended and accordingly
support it (subject to the suggested addition as above).

21.

On visual effects, Mr Vincent concludes that, provided plants are not seedlings at the time of
planting, the visual and landscape effects of the proposal will be adequately mitigated. I agree
with that conclusion.
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CONCLUSIONS
22.

Since the time of my Assessment and Addendum Reports a minor amendment to the proposal
has been made, submissions have been received and a Section 42A Report has been prepared.
These have not led me to change any of the findings or conclusions that I have reached.

23.

Essentially, the proposed facility will interrupt an area of open space, bringing an adverse effect
of a low degree. In some views it will add more modification to the existing accumulation of manmade elements, bringing adverse effects that, in some instances, range up to a moderate-low
degree. In a broader sense however, the facility will sit in a context that is heavily modified and
is dominated by infrastructural elements. In this context, it will sit relatively comfortably with the
outcomes sought by the relevant District Plan provisions. Amenity values, environmental quality
and natural character will very largely be maintained.

Ben Espie
Landscape Architect
vivian+espie
3rd February 2022
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APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 1 - Lookout at the upper end of Sunderland Street

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 2 - Clyde Power Station lookout

RC210320 - EVIDENCE OF BEN ESPIE - LANDSCAPE - PHOTOGRAPHIC APPENDIX
CONTACT ENERGY DATA CENTRE - LANDSCAPE REPORT – ESPIE – APPENDIX 4: PHOTOGRAPHS

All photographs were taken with a fixed focal length of 50mm. Photographs are intended to illustrate points made in this report. If this sheet is printed at A3 size, the photographs are not at full size so as to replicate the full-scale field of view as taken in by the human eye.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 3 - On Sunderland Street opposite the proposed activities.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 4 - Lookout on Clyde Lookout Road
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All photographs were taken with a fixed focal length of 50mm. Photographs are intended to illustrate points made in this report. If this sheet is printed at A3 size, the photographs are not at full size so as to replicate the full-scale field of view as taken in by the human eye.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 5 - On Clyde Lookout Road opposite the proposed activities.
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APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 6 - On the named road immediately adjacent to the proposed activities.
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APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 7 - The lookout and car park to the immediate north of the proposed activities.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 8 - On the unnamed road adjacent to the power station.
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APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 9 - Fruitgrowers Road adjacent to the proposed activities.

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 10 - Clyde Recreation Reserve
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APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

Viewpoint 11 - Fruitgrowers Road immediately west of the Clyde Dam.
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